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Special Assessment Feature
From the Inside Out:
Michigan Voices on Assessment
This special feature section on assessment came in response to a suggestion by Gwendolyn Graham, past
president and board assessment liaison for the Michigan Reading Association. As a member of the Michigan
Department of Education Office of Educational Assessment and Accountability Advisory Committee, Gwen is
impassioned about making assessment all that it can be in today's schools. From the political to the practical,
there are endless questions to be raised and answered about assessment. We, as the Michigan Reading Association, can lend a prominent voice to the ongoing state and national debates.
Of all the angles on assessment from which to choose, we thought it fitting to first shine the spotlight on
ourselves. Standing before a classroom of students every day, rarely do we have the chance to self-assess.
Too often we volley between our inner and outer critics without taking time to quietly and honestly reflect on
our teaching. It's not easy to do. Therefore, we invited literacy professionals from Michigan universities and
colleges to share their thoughts on the role of self-assessment. As expected, these voices from around the state
represent a range of perspectives, approaches, and styles in addressing self-assessment. Together, the views
create a collective voice we hope you will hear as you engage in self-assessment.
We close this section by featuring a two-part article on the state of assessment in Michigan by Gwendolyn
Graham. Part 1 describes the current state of assessment and identifies key problems to be addressed. Part 2
(appearing in the fall 2008 MRJ) will focus on key findings from selected research, highlight the anticipated
benefits of more balanced assessment, and make recommendations for an action plan. By continuing Gwen's
article in the fall issue, we invite you to write your response-whether self-assessment or on any other angle
of assessment-to feature alongside her part 2. As the conversation continues, we invite your voice to be
heard.
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Old Hand, New Hand
This academic year we team-taught a two-course
sequence: Diagnosis of Reading Difficulties in the
fall, and Correction of Reading Difficulties in the
winter. It was the first time we had taught together,
an "old hand" and a "new hand." Two doctoral level
students- Erin Burton and Danielle DeFauw-assisted us. Both are classroom teachers. The diagnosis
course focuses on identifying struggling readers'
strengths and weaknesses. The second course is our
Reading Clinic. Our goal in the clinic is to use children's strengths to remediate their weaknesses. At
our request, our 37 teachers divided themselves into
5 teams. This is what we did and what we learned as
we set out to assess our teaching.

RONALD CRAMER,
DISTINGUISHED
PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION,
DEPARTMENT OF READING

What We Did

AND LANGUAGE ARTS,

Our Assessment Philosophy. The Latin origin of
assess means to "sit beside and assist." But assessment is more complicated than the original meaning
suggests. Assessment is always subject to error no
matter how carefully you may "sit beside to assist."
Therefore, one must assume that assessment,
whether of children or teachers, is a best estimate
that awaits subsequent confirmation. As we set out
to assess our teaching, we understood the difficulties.
We knew that our assessment would be tentative
and subject to subsequent confirmation. We wanted
to assess our teaching as we engaged in authentic
teaching activities. We operated on the premise of
the former Mayor of New York City, Ed Koch. The
mayor liked roaming about the streets of New York
asking residents, "How am I doing?" He assumed, as
we did, that the collective whole of the conversations
he engaged in could be evaluated within the context
of his political knowledge, experience, and reflective
capabilities. We made similar assumptions. In our
case, we made these assumptions within the context
of our teaching knowledge, experience, and reflective capabilities. In a sense, we asked our students
the same question Mayor Koch asked, "How are we
doing?"

OAKLAND UNIVERSITY

Instructional Conversations. We knew we needed
to be closely acquainted with the five teams and the
individuals within them. We had instructional goals
to accomplish and topics to explore. We engaged in
many types of instructional conversations, including traditional instructional methods: lectures,
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PowerPoint presentations, discussions, question
asking, case studies, topic-related activities, technology assignments, and in-class work assignments.
Our goal was to reflect upon the effectiveness of our
instructional conversations. We asked ourselves
questions such as: Are our students gaining command of theoretical and practical course concepts?
Are they mastering the administration, scoring, and
analysis of diagnostic instruments? Are they raising pertinent questions? Are they receiving useful
answers? Are they applying effective instructional
strategies as they teach their struggling readers?
Since one of us typically directed the instructional
conversations, the other sat among the student
teams as a participant. We were, in effect, co-learners with our graduate students; we were reflective
participants in group discussions and activities; we
were team members as well as co-instructors of the
course. Thus, we had many opportunities to ask and
reflect upon responses to the question, "How are we
doing?"

Non-instructional Conversations. Students often
converse with their instructors before, during, and
after class. These conversations sometimes center on
course issues. Often, however, they have a different
purpose. We call them having-a-life conversations.
Students have a life to live. (Professors sometimes
forget this salient fact). The Reading Department's
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graduate students are teachers. Most of them teach
all day and attend classes at night. They have
families; their children get ill; they need financial
assistance; they make inquiries regarding university
and departmental policies; they seek guidance; they
may be going through a family crisis. University
students rightly judge teaching performance not
just on formal instruction but also on a professor's
responsiveness to having-a-life issues.

What We Learned
"New Hand" Speaking Here: Ron believed havinga-life conversations to be a valid component of
assessment; hence, he regarded these conversations
as crucial to understanding his own teaching performance. I knew before co-teaching this course that
building relationships with students was important
to effective teaching. Also, I believe I had been open
to having-a-life conversations with my students if
they initiated these conversations. Somehow, however, I had thought of initiating these conversations
as beyond the scope of my boundaries as a professor.
Therefore, I avoided initiating having-a-life conversations.
As we embarked on co-teaching these courses
together, I watched Ron chatting informally with
students week after week. Despite his good modeling, I persisted in focusing my conversations on
course content. As I asked about struggling readers'
instructional levels or whether students needed
help finding a "just right" text, Ron asked students
what they had done over the weekend and how their
families were. Occasionally someone would tell me a
tidbit about her husband or children, but I never saw
this as an invitation to encourage more having-a-life
conversation. Blindly, I puttered down the familiar
path of being what I thought was a supportive
instructor. Unfortunately, I was only supporting
the official aspect of students' growth, rather than
addressing their growth in the fuller context of their
having a life.
Now, perhaps another group of students might have
been content with a professor's mere support of the
official aspects of students' growth, not knowing
that some professors move beyond this space into
a more personal relationship. But, after having
experienced an "old hand" who addressed both the
formal and informal aspects of students' development, our students were keenly aware that something was missing from the "new hand's" repertoire.
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Unfortunately, I hadn't yet acquired this awareness
myself.
Sometimes growth occurs fluidly and gracefully.
Other times, it is experienced as a sharp jab in the
ribs. My awareness of the importance of having-a-life
conversations had the opportunity to occur fluidly,
gracefully. Instead, it took a swift jab in the ribs.
When the second course in the sequence that we cotaught was ending, we asked our students for their
evaluations of our teaching. The consensus was clear:
Students had learned an immense amount from
Ron and would love to take a class with him again.
Me ... I was competent, but "cold" and "difficult to
approach." This assessment of me was hard to choke
down. After all, this wasn't who I was.
After some long difficult discussions with my
co-instructor and our doctoral students, I came to
realize that, despite the fact that this interpretation
was not who I thought I was, this was the individual
my students felt they had experienced. Slowly, I
came to understand the importance of having-alife conversations. Addressing students' unofficial
development was as important as supporting their
official growth, and also a meaningful way to support
their official growth.
I thought I would learn some new insights into the
diagnostic process from my co-instructor or some
pedagogical strategy to help students better hone
their diagnostic practice. Instead, I learned a far
richer lesson. When you share with your students
who you are beyond the official boundaries, and
learn who they are beyond these boundaries as well,
everyone has a better opportunity to grow and learn
as individuals.

"Old Hand" Speaking Here: When we started this
piece, neither of us knew where it was going. That's
the nature of writing. You discover what you have
to say, as you write, not before. The student comments that Tanya described surprised both of us. We
discussed them at length. I learned this about my
colleague: Tanya has guts. She cried some, but she
never whined. She sought advice, asked questions,
and used her strengths to overcome the problem
she identified. She's come to some conclusions about
how to use the assessment information we obtained.
Conversations with students make you vulnerable,
and that is prerequisite to communication between
and among friends and students. Tanya is growing
into an outstanding teacher. She has the essential
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prerequisites to growth-willingness to make herself
vulnerable, openness to student critique, the courage
to change. It takes a brave teacher to accept tough
assessment.
I have taught the Reading Clinic sequence many
times. The teachers that I teach face a different and
more difficult teaching task than I face. The great
psychologist, Carl Rogers, said, "I cannot teach
another person how to teach." Yet, every passing
year I rediscover his profound insight. The proposition seems ridiculous on its face. What can I do if I
cannot teach my students how to teach? Why am I

here? (Well, for one thing, I get a paycheck every
month.) But seriously, here is what I can do. I can
share my knowledge and experience with the teachers I encounter. If I succeed in this endeavor, I can
influence what my students think and become. I can
speak my truth passionately and forthrightly. But I
keep in mind that it is my truth, not my students.
They must discover their own truth and their own
pathway to teaching success. My intent is to influence my students' thinking such that they care
deeply about the children they teach and the profession they have chosen.

Lessons We Learned from
Assessing Ourselves
We are two university instructors, one of whom is in
her first year of teaching at the college level and is a
second-year doctoral student (Rebecca R. Norman),
and one of whom is a full professor and has been
teaching at this level for more than 25 years (Patricia A. Edwards). Our experiences in the K-12 school
system, teaching at the college level, and in life are
very different. We, however, share a belief that selfassessment is extremely important. It helps teachers
develop humility and synchronize their teaching to
the appropriate instructional levels of their students.
Self-assessment allows teachers to look at themselves, rather than blame others for their failures,
weaknesses, and shortcomings (which we all have),
and to take credit for what they have done well. Most
importantly, it enables teachers to grow and progress
in their understandings of best practices, student
development, parental involvement, and all other
aspects of teaching. In this article, we hope to share
some of our experiences with self-assessment, as well
as three lessons we learned and questions we think
will help promote teacher self-assessment.

Becky
One of my first experiences with self-assessment
occurred during my student teaching. I designed
what I believed to be the "best math lesson ever" to
help students learn about fact families. I created
houses for the "families" to live in, correct and incorrect equations for the students to manipulate, and
directions that I thought were very clear. After the
beginning introduction, students began to explore
the concept. Very quickly, I realized that none of the
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second graders in the class understood what to do,
that the lesson did not help them explore the concept
of fact families, and that I had not created the "best
math lesson ever."
That afternoon in my weekly seminar, I shared my
experience with the other student teachers. I also
explained that I wanted to quit because teaching was
so hard. I had spent so much time planning a lesson,
and it had failed. Another student teacher responded
that it had happened to him earlier that week in
literacy. That night he went home and thought about
the lesson and what he had learned from the experience. The next day, he re-taught the lesson with
many modifications, and the students succeeded.
"Use this as a learning experience. Think about
what you did well and what you need to improve."
He helped me to analyze the lesson, and to think
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about how to improve and re-teach the content. This
experience was one of the first of many reflective
experiences about my teaching.

Pat
I began my joint college and classroom teaching
career at North Carolina Central University
(Durham, NC) which was a rare and wonderful
experience. I coordinated the Pre-Student Teaching
Program and taught in the public schools of three
North Carolina communities- Durham, Raleigh,
and Chapel Hill. Because of my unusual experience
of serving both as a college and classroom teacher
simultaneously, I can comfortably say that I began
my academic career by trying to understand how to
teach myself as well as helping pre-service teachers
learn to teach in a variety of teaching situations, i.e.,
team teaching, self-contained, non-graded, open
classroom, multi-aged grouping, etc. I explored,
along with my students, the knowledge and skills
necessary to teach in these situations. I also began
assessing my teaching and learning in order to help
my students do the same.

Lessons We Have Learned and
Questions They Raised
From these and other experiences, we learned many
valuable lessons about self-assessment. Here we
would like to share three lessons that we believe are
the most important. One, it is easier to self-assess
when a problem occurs. By asking yourself a series
of questions, you can use the problems that arise to
help improve your teaching.
•

What am I doing or not doing that causes
them to respond in this manner?

•

How can I change my teaching, the activity,
or the context to help them become engaged
and learn the material?

•

What will I do during the next hour to help
the students?

•

When the lesson is going well, it is much
harder for me to pinpoint why it is so successful.

Two, it is important to share your self-assessments
with others. Verbalizing what you noticed can help
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you to think more clearly about the situation. At
times, we will detect an issue in our classroom, but
we cannot understand why it is occurring or how
we can improve the lesson or activity. Only after
explaining it to somebody else are we able to analyze
why it might be happening and how we can change
our teaching to help our students learn. Questions
that you can ask your colleagues as you share your
self-assessment include:
•

Have you ever experienced a similar issue?

•

What did you do in your classroom? What do
you hear me saying that I might be missing?

•

What suggestions do you have for me to
change my lesson or my assignment?

Questions that you would hope your colleague would
ask you include:
•

What were the strengths of the lesson?

•

What were the weaknesses?

•

What do you think your students learned
from the experience?

•

If you had changed _ _ _ _ , how do you
think the students would have reacted?

One cautionary note: as you share your self-assessments, it is important to choose your confidants
wisely. You will want to ask a colleague who will be
honest, but supportive; who will see your efforts as
a strength aimed at improving your teaching, not
a sign of weakness; and who will help you to think
through your mistakes to help you become a better
teacher.

Three, you need to use your self-assessments to help
change and improve your teaching. We have met
teachers who can tell us why a lesson failed, but do
not utilize this information and, therefore, repeat the
same mistakes the very next day. By asking yourself
these questions, you can help to ensure that you
change and improve your teaching.
•

What will I do tomorrow to ensure that
my students understand the material they
missed today?

•

How can I improve the activity or lesson next
year?

•

What do I need to research about this topic
or this instructional activity so that I can be
better prepared?
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If your self-reflection is about parent involvement
you will want to ask questions such as:
•

How can I change my interactions with
parents in order to be certain that we do not
mis-communicate in the future?

•

How can I schedule activities so that parents
will be able to attend?

Conclusion
Self-assessment is an important tool for improving
your teaching. It boosts self-confidence, allows you
to learn from your mistakes, and helps to create a
learning community in which your students, parents,
and administrators feel that you are working to
improve your craft. We believe that the questions we
have posed above will help you become a reflective
practitioner and, ultimately, a better teacher.

Reflecting Through Writing: Building
Practitioner Knowledge
In this time of focus on "what works," it makes sense
to engage in self-assessment of teaching-looking
at our own teaching to determine what is working.
Reflection, however, goes beyond looking at what
works. Hubball, Collins and Pratt (2005) define
reflection as
thoughtful consideration and questioning of what we do, what works and what
doesn't, and what premises and rationales
underlie our teaching and that of othersreflection on one's teaching is likely to
raise the question of how one teaches, and,
in the end, to have a positive effect on the
improvement of teaching. (60)
Schon (1983) adds that through reflection we generate a body of practitioner knowledge acquired from
our own specific experiences instead of prescribed
solutions based on scientific research. Reflection can
occur as individuals discuss their teaching with others, but in reflecting through writing we give deeper
consideration to not only how we teach but also why
we teach in those ways. It is this understanding that
allows us to develop the practitioner knowledge that
Schon describes.
As I thought about my own use of reflection, I wondered what I might learn about reflecting by studying my own reflections. Because I keep the reflections I write after each class session, I have many
that span several years. I revisited these reflections
to understand my own process of reflection as well
as reflection in general. As I looked back, I found
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that much of what I have always termed "reflection"
was actually description of what I did or said, what
students did or said, instructional strategies, and the
classroom atmosphere. Sometimes the description
seemed to include more than one thing.

Did the D Novel activity. This is the first
time that I put them in groups to talk about
what they noticed about the reading. Each
group made a list on large paper. Oops, I
should have done something with their lists
like posted them. We shared as a whole
group and I put things on the board.
This particular entry described an instructional
activity, but the focus of the comment (underlined) is
actually related to the classroom atmosphere that I
was trying to develop. In this class, I was attempting
to develop a sense of community and inquiry so students would generate their own learning. Therefore,
not posting their ideas for larger class discussion was
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a serious omission. Noticing that failure in my own
teaching led me to take care that students had ample
opportunities to share their ideas, not only in small
groups, but also across the class. That realization
might not have happened if I had not taken the time
to describe the events of the class.
Descriptions of students often constituted a substantial portion of the reflection on a class. These
descriptions indicated whether or not specific strategies were meeting my goals for the class as well as
students' understanding of important concepts and
their participation in class activities. For instance,
I used one strategy to give students separate pages
of a wordless text and have them move around the
room describing their page to other students one at a
time without showing others their page.

J and A were sharing when J said, "You've
got to be kidding!" They had related
pictures and had just discovered that connection. Later J shared with the group that
the others he had encountered up to that
point seemed to be unrelated to his picture,
so he was surprised to find one that connected. K said that she saw connections
between the pictures others had described
to her, but did not see them as related to
her picture until the fifth person to share
with her.
In this case the description of what students said
indicated that the strategy was successfully promoting new understanding of comprehension processes.
Sometimes the observations of students lead to
instructional changes or confirmed previous changes
in instruction. For example, the reflections for one
course include comments about the observed impact
of requiring a pre-requisite course.

It helps to have a class that has prior
knowledge from another class. What they
learned in XXX (previous class) is showing
as things really start clicking in YYY (this
class). They see connections much faster.
Some students even said that they could
see what FS was talking about because of
what they know from XXX; so they see the
benefits too.
Other entries identify an instructional strategy that
was successful and the possible ways the strategy
supported learners.
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I did something different this time. When
I called time, I gave them time to write
down what they noticed about themselves
as readers while their partner wrote
observations of their reading. I think that
helped them talk in the groups because they
weren't just talking about the other person
but also about themselves. It also might
help them with their initial journal entries
since they have begun to look at themselves.
This entry demonstrates reflection focused on why
we might use particular instructional strategies.
Others identified problems and considered changes
in instruction.
They are all having trouble with the idea of
grammar, so that is something we need to
return to next time. I wonder if they could
have figured it out by themselves if I had
done some kind of an activity. I need to
think about that some more. Maybe a whole
group circle discussion would work better.
In rereading my reflective journal entries I have
come to realize several things. First, I have reconfirmed my belief in the value of reflecting in writing.
The act of writing the entries provoked evaluation of
each lesson taught and prompted me to consider possible changes, even in things that were working well.
I wrote about whether instructional activities are
working, how to engage students more effectively in
the class, how to group students to ensure variation
in groups, how to encourage students who are having
difficulty-things that any teacher would consider.
The act of writing about these things led me to think
about and improve my teaching.
The second thing I learned from revisiting my
reflective journal entries is the role of description in
this process. The process of describing what occurred
led me to think about my teaching. As I described
students and activities, I also asked myself questions about these things. What do I think is going on
here? What made this work? Or what caused it to be
less successful than it might have been? How can I
help this student to learn more effectively? Simply
describing what occurs by itself it is not sufficient
to promote change, but writing those descriptions
provokes the reflective activity.
The third thing that I learned is that rereading one's
journal entries can provoke new thoughts about one's
teaching. Thus, rereading is in itself a reflective
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process. Reflection does not stop when the entry is
completed. As I reread, I identify things I want to
continue or to change, recognize the improvement
that has taken place, and raise new possibilities for
teaching. This would not be possible without written
reflections.
Written reflections allow us to view our teaching
from another perspective because the act of writing
causes us to think in different ways. Written reflection helps us improve our teaching and also leads
to deeper understandings of the process of teaching.

This building of practitioner knowledge allows us
to make better instructional decisions, but also to
contribute to the larger body of practitioner knowledge by sharing with others.
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"A Brain is a House for Thoughts!":

The Importance of Students in the SelfAssessment Process
In my almost 20 years of being a literacy educator
I have cherished one special moment of self-assessment for its incredible and lasting impact on the
ways I assess my own teaching and learning. More
importantly, it is a clear reminder of how, even when
I think my expectations are high, students can and
will surprise me.
The moment happened in the fall of 1989, right
after I had spent a comfortable inaugural year as a
teacher in a second-grade classroom. As I was cleaning desks at the end of that first year, I learned I was
to be transferred to first grade the next year, and I
panicked. I knew the first-grade year was when most
children "learned to read." I would be responsible for
teaching them! I wasn't sure what to do. I decided to
start preparing during the summer by learning songs
that taught the basics of phonics, becoming familiar
with the basal reading series the district had mandated, and building upon my beginning library of
trade books.
A few introductory weeks of scripted emergent reading instruction into the following school year, I found
myself deeply frustrated by the contents and format
of the basal series and its accompanying teacher's
guide. While I felt the need for the outline of basic
skills instruction the guide provided (I was very
unsure of what to teach), my students were bored by
the stories. They were thrilled to participate in the
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"act" of reading the provided leveled texts, but they
stumbled through the often uninspired and stilted
language presented. By looking into their faces as I
listened to them read, I could tell I was not providing
them with the tools necessary to engage with text
in meaningful ways. I began asking myself what
I thought reading success meant, and I began to
search for different ways to approach instruction.
At the same time I was struggling to learn how to
teach using basal texts and my first graders were
striving to become readers, I was also sharing
literature with them. My students loved books that
rhymed, predictable books that they could read along
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with me, and they loved to be read to over and over.
One rainy Friday I grabbed a book titled A House is
a House for Me by Mary Anne Hoberman (1978) and
began reading its rhyming verse aloud:

"Wrong, again!" he laughed.
"Casey, I just don't know. Help me."
"This is a brain," Casey announced, pointing to the
gray swirls.

A hill is a house for an ant, an ant,
A bird builds its nest in a tree.
A hole is a house for a mole or a mouse,
But a house is a house for me (pp. 1-4).
This was the first time I had read A House is a House
for Me. I read it because of the language it used and
because of its rhythm. I read it for the fun of it. The
students and I talked about some of the things in the
story that were more difficult for them to comprehend (like how a barrel could be a house for a pickle)
and how different things around us could be houses
when before we had never thought of them as such.
After the story we had free time. I suggested that
anyone who didn't know what to do with their time
could draw pictures from the story of "things that
were houses for things."
As I walked around my classroom, I noticed one
group of four students who were drawing pictures.
I sat down to join the fun and conversation when I
spotted one particular student's drawing. Studying
the gray mass of circular loops on his paper I said,
"Casey tell me what you are drawing." He looked at
me and replied, "Guess what it is." I looked at the
blob and told Casey I just wasn't sure what was in
front of me. I then surveyed the other pictures on
the table-a dog by a doghouse, a bird by a nest, and
an ant by an anthill-and told the students who had
drawn them that I was glad to see that they had
listened so carefully to the story.
Feeling proud, I glanced back at Casey's picture,
which was now an even bigger mass of gray. "Casey,"
I said, "the others have drawn pictures from our
story. It looks like you have something else in mind.
Tell me about it." Casey gave me a disgusted look.
"Mine is from the story, too! Guess!" I told him I
needed some hints, so he proceeded to draw yellow
lightening bolts and stars around the circular grayness in the middle of the page. I looked at his grinning face and tried, "A night sky is a home for stars?"

I wasn't sure what to make of Casey's explanation.
"A brain is a house for stars and lightning bolts?" I
thought to myself with exasperation, "That's not in
the story."
"Tell me about these," I said to Casey, pointing to
the lightening bolts and stars in the picture. He
paused and giggled, "Don't you know what those
are?" I searched my memory, not wanting to hurt his
feelings. "Stars and lightening bolts?" I answered.
"Wrong!" he proclaimed. "Those are the thoughts! A
brain is a house for thoughts, Ms. Knezek, not for
stars and lightening bolts!" There had been no brains
and thoughts mentioned in Hoberman's book!
At that moment I was challenged as a teacher. I
began to understand there were major pieces missing
in my language arts instruction. I was failing to talk
with emergent readers about the meaning of story,
and I was not really listening to them. I was leading
and they were following. My other students had
understood A House is a House for Me (Hoberman,
1978) as I had expected them to do. They could tell
me how the author had thought about all the different things around her that could be houses. Casey,
however, had taken the author's message to a different level. He had internalized the meaning and had
made it his own.
Because of my interaction with Casey, I began to reexamine everything I was doing as a literacy teacher.
I consulted with my colleagues, and we began weekly
meetings examining and altering our literacy curriculum so that it contained rich literature and time
for discussion. I began a graduate program where I
was introduced to scholars who helped further my
thinking. Casey's picture of a brain surrounded by
thoughts started me on a journey-a journey of selfassessment and discovery that I am still on today.

Source
Hoberman, M.A. (1978). A house is a house for me.
New York: Viking.

"Wrong!" he shouted, "Try again!"
"A thunderstorm is a home for lightening?"
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Self-Assessing: Finding
Meaning Together
Who We Think We Are
We are teacher educators. We are proud of the work
we do with our teacher candidates and the work
they do with their K-12 students. We are proud of
the risks they take, the mistakes they incur, and the
successes they have. We are proud of these actions
because of the context in which these behaviors
occur. We believe we have cultivated a teacher
education program that inspires great teaching
and great learning. We believe in the value of the
process we use to teach and learn. We believe that
the art of what we do has as much value as the
science upon which it is based.

JOE LUBIG, ASSISTANT

N. SUZANNE STANDERFORD,

PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF

PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF

EDUCATION, NORTHERN

EDUCATION, NORTHERN

MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
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Self-Assessment as Self-Study
The 2007-2008 academic year in our school saw
five teacher education faculty members and one
public school teacher-writing project administrator begin an on-going self-study to self-assess our
teaching practices, individually and collectively. We
represent multiple points across both an elementary
and a secondary undergraduate teacher education
program, and we are all colleagues working towards
the development of knowledgeable, caring, and
reflective teachers. The group includes: one public
school teacher and co-director of the Upper Peninsula Writing Project, two assistant professors, and
three full professors. Collectively, members have
more than 115 years of K-12 classroom experience,
74 years of teacher education experience, and 7 years
of administrative experience. Together we represent
approximately half of the faculty in the Northern
Michigan University School of Education.
Admittedly, our self-study grew, in part, out of a
need to rebel. Our programs are up for review as
part of accreditation efforts. For the past 3 years we
have been told what to study and how to study it.
We have felt restricted. The choices for assignments,
rubrics, and reporting have not been perceived to be
our own. We were no longer talking about what mattered to us: authentic instruction and experiences
that modeled what we expected from our teacher
candidates. The move to self-study was seen as a way
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to do what mattered and to eliminate the busywork
we felt was consuming us. Our self-study was an
effort to put "dignity to the important yet universally
undervalued work of those faculty and staff who
educate a nation's teachers" (Zeichner, 2007, p. 37).
It is working!

lives, we built a weekly time to meet and reflect.
This structured time has proven absolutely critical
to our self-study group. It is time that is dedicated
by choice and therefore holds much value to us. It
served to eliminate the mandate mentality we had
experienced in the previous school years.

Setting the Stage for Self-Study

It was also critical to our self-study group that we set
the questions we wanted to explore. To ask questions
we needed to explore and puzzle over was both exciting and intimidating. Who would tell us if we had the
right answers? For that matter, who would tell us if
we even had the right questions? Based on Principle
Four from Snow, Griffin & Burns (2005, p.216), we
established the following questions as our guide:

The NMU teacher education faculty assesses
program and teacher candidate effectiveness based
on a developmental phase perspective. We believe
that becoming an educator is a process that begins
with self-recognition as part of the education community and foundational knowledge about that
community (i.e., Phase 1: Establishing the Foundations). Theoretical and methodological knowledge of
teaching and learning develop from the foundations
(i.e., Phase 2: Exploring the Methods). Last in the
undergraduate program is applied knowledge in
K-12 classrooms (i.e., Phase 3: The Practice of the
Profession). Although each phase has distinct characteristics and knowledge expands and deepens as
students move through the program, the phases are
interdependent and learning is recursive rather than
linear.

l
l

The courses we teach are the contexts for our selfstudy and include supervised fieldwork in which
students and teacher educators spend extended time
in K-12 settings. The course concepts we teach in our
program are observed, applied, and reflected upon in
our field settings. To allow for a common language
and an anchor point for our self-study, we examined
the theoretical framework of the "Nine Principles of
Professional Learning" as outlined by Snow, Griffin,
and Burns (2005) and decided to focus our self-study
primarily on Principle Four, which states: "Programs
that help teachers apply what they have learned in
teacher-education programs to particular contexts
and students ease the transition to classroom
teaching"(p. 216). Specifically, our self-study focuses
on an examination of how the field placements
within our program do or do not situate applied
learning in particular concepts.
Rightly so, the co-editors of the Michigan Reading
Journal expressed concern that "Rarely, however,
do we share our self-assessments with one another."
When we outlined our plan for our self-study, the
biggest obstacle we realized we needed to overcome
was time. Understanding how busy we all are in our
teaching lives and how that bleeds into our personal
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1. Do we situate student learning in particular
contexts in our individual courses? If so, how
do these experiences look?
2. What puzzles each of us individually and all
of us collectively about helping teacher education students apply what they are learning
in our program to particular contexts?
3.

Do we see positive results across our program
and beyond as a result of the experiences we
provide that situate learning in particular
contexts?

We believe the answers to our self-study questions
will allow us to assess and define the positive aspects
of our teacher education program and to identify
ways in which each of us can contribute to program
and teacher candidate improvement.

Our Self-Study Method
Using Principle Four as a framework to guide discussions at our weekly meetings would not be enough.
We knew we needed a structure for our sessions.
Half of our self-study team are members of the
Upper Peninsula Writing Project, an affiliate of the
National Writing Project (NWP). We decided to use a
protocol learned through the NWP. Our self-study is
utilizing Seidel's (as cited in Blythe, Allen, & Powell,
1999) Collaborative Assessment Conference Protocol.
Developed with Seidel's colleagues at Harvard's
Project Zero, this method has been used to foster
substantive conversations about student work and
how to support their work. We chose to alter it to fit
our needs viewing ourselves as teachers and learners
of teacher education.
Our first task was for each of us to develop a personal history about our learning experiences and our
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journeys to becoming teachers. These thick descriptions allowed each of us to tell our story about why
we teach and what we expect. During each of our
structured meeting times we consistently followed an
established routine adhering to the following steps:
1.

One person reads his history aloud.

2.

The other five members state observations,
ask questions, and challenge the ideas
presented while the reader sits silently and
takes notes.

3. We continue around the table, commenting
on the author's work, until we exhaust all of
our comments on the piece.
4. Next, we tell the author what we feel she is
on the verge of discovering or recognizing
based on her history and participant comments. The author is still silent at this point,
recording these comments as well.
5. Finally, the author is allowed to respond to
what has been said adding details and teasing out comments or questions posed during
the conference.
6.

The session ends with a quick-write where
each member of the self-study commits to
paper what he or she took away from the
session. These writes are sent to all members
of the group for reflection and processing by
each individual between conference sessions.

What We Have Learned so Far
We have learned that we all bring complex experiences to our profession, and those experiences
significantly influence our decision-making in the
classroom. We have learned that our students bring
those same complex experiences with them to the
contexts and experiences that we make them a part
of throughout the various phases of our program.
We have learned that there is no one single answer
to any of the questions we have asked, and it is that
complexity that drives our inquisitiveness.
A unique ongoing outcome of our self-study has been
informing our teacher candidates of what we are
doing. Sharing this process with our candidates has
provided a common context of experience. They have
seen, through our explicit modeling, that we share
the same successes and insecurities as they do. They
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have come to realize that we live the teaching and
learning process on a daily basis and that we are in a
constant search for what good teaching and learning
looks like.
Mostly, we have learned to talk honestly and
to reflect with one another about what we do.
Constructing knowledge aimed at improving the
quality of experiences we provide for our teacher
candidates throughout our program is prominent in
our discussions. We have noticed that our conference
conversations and reflections are often immediately
incorporated into our classrooms the next day.
Through this self-study leap of faith, we have come
to trust each other as colleagues in a deeper way.
That trust has been upheld as we continue to challenge each other with questions nested in support
and respect. We have been able to remind ourselves
and our teacher candidates that our work is messy.
It requires us to redefine success constantly when
we view our actions in the classroom through a
collaborative critical lens. We have learned that
our learning community enjoys the opportunity to
"provoke, challenge, and illuminate rather than
confirm or settle" (Bullough & Pinnegar, 2001, p. 20)
on prescribed outcomes for teacher education.
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Assessing My Teaching,
Sustaining My Learners
To address the topic of assessment, I first, describe
my previous and current teaching roles; second, present a brief overview of my approach to the provision
for high-quality professional learning experiences;
and third, identify the foundational principles that
are universally applicable in any teaching-learning
context and that inform my approach to assessment.
My planning for instruction and teaching decisions
are a response to my students' learning, thus my
assessment process is formative, continuous, and
inseparable from both my students' learning and my
teaching.

My Past and Current
Teaching Roles

MARY

K.

LOSE, ASSISTANT

PROFESSOR AND READING
RECOVERY UNIVERSITY TRAINER,
DEPARTMENT OF READING AND
LANGUAGE ARTS, OAKLAND
UNIVERSITY

My career in education spans 35 years, 26 of which
have been as a faculty member in higher education,
preparing classroom teachers and special educators
in Iowa and Indiana. Over the past 10 years, I have
prepared Reading Recovery teacher leaders at The
University of Iowa, Purdue University, and now
at Oakland University, where I direct the Reading
Recovery Center of Michigan, one of only 22 universities in the United States to serve as a Reading
Recovery training center to prepare Reading Recovery
teacher leaders. At these universities, my work has
focused on professionally developing teacher leaders
whose work makes a difference in the lives of teachers and administrators who work with thousands of
young learners each year, especially those who are at
greatest risk for literacy learning difficulties. As part
of my director responsibilities, I provide a year-long,
three-semester, post-master's program for experienced professionals preparing to become Reading
Recovery teacher leaders, instructing them weekly in
theoretical foundations of emergent literacy, reading
research, reading difficulties, and literacy processing,
in traditional group format both on-campus and at
off-campus locations as appropriate. teacher leader
candidates enter at a novice level, where I work with
them as they participate in initial sessions to observe
and analyze skilled Reading Recovery teacher leaders
working with teachers who wish to become Reading
Recovery teachers in the Clinical Issues in Early
Literacy Course (10 graduate credits).
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Thereafter, my instruction is individually tailored
and delivered to each teacher leader candidate
in response to the unique context of the Reading
Recovery sites where the teacher leader candidate
will eventually work. Several sessions focus on the
teacher leader candidate's teaching of children in
individual tutoring sessions and numerous additional sessions involve discussion, observation, and
reflection, with the candidate ultimately taking over
the teaching of the Reading Recovery teachers in the
graduate course offered at one of the 20 affiliated
regional training sites throughout Michigan. Teacher
leader candidates also observe me instructing
experienced teacher leaders, and the teacher leader
candidates gradually take on the teacher leader role,
developing skill at an independent level.

In the years following their initial certification as
Reading Recovery teacher leaders, I continue to
attend several sessions at the candidate's school,
observing the candidate teaching children and
numerous additional sessions assisting the candidate
in refining his or her work with teachers in-training
and continuing certification teachers. I further
instruct the teacher leaders in all aspects of their
diverse roles working with children, teachers, and
administrators and provide support to the teacher
leaders in the collection and analysis of all levels of
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Reading Recovery data to inform decision-making at
their sites, as well as assist them in their advocacy
roles for Reading Recovery.

My Approach to High-Quality
Professional Learning
Experiences
As the director of the Reading Recovery Center with
primary responsibility for the initial preparation
and continuing professional development of teacher
leaders, I strive to improve upon and significantly
add to my teaching repertoire by engaging in ongoing
assessment and reflection of the existing and persisting challenges to efficient and effective early intervention; read, review, critique and contribute to the
research literature; and participate actively in the
literacy profession at the national and international
levels. I strive to present high-quality professional
learning experiences that engage and challenge these
professionals. My approach is one of "revealing"
versus "telling" as a form of teaching, although I also
recognize when it is appropriate and helpful to "tell."
I promote conversation as a form of teaching interaction between instructor and learner as well as among
learners. I believe that complex education problems
require thoughtful and often very complex solutions.
Therefore, I arrange learning opportunities that
challenge teacher leaders to become astute observers
of child and adult learning, to think critically, and
to become decision-makers and problem-solvers who
develop expertise as educational leaders who are
resourceful and operate with integrity and wisdom
and who have the ability and humility to acknowledge "not knowing." My goal is that teacher leaders
become problem-solvers who assume leadershipadvocacy roles on behalf of children at risk, set high
standards for quality professional work, and resist
prescriptive, one-size-fits-all approaches to educational interventions.
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ask myself whether I have established the conditions
listed below, which I feel will promote optimum
learning. Maybe some of these will also resonate
with you:

Assessing My Relationship with My
Learners
•

•
•
•

Establish a safe environment where
learners are permitted to construct their
knowledge both individually and in collaboration with others.
Demonstrate esteem for learners; treat
them with dignity and respect.
Approach instruction as shared problemsolving between teacher and learner.
Value tentativeness and half-right
responses as a springboard for new learning.

Assessing My Support of Learners'
Growing Independence
•

•

•

•

Individuals, not groups learn; therefore,
the focus of assessment and instruction
should be on helping the learner progress
and extend his current competencies.
Respond contingently to learners; provide
the "just right" amount of support that
engages students without undermining
independence.
Provide knowledgeable support for learners and arrange for a gradual release of
support to foster learner independence.
Help learners establish learning goals
and engage in ongoing reflection and
self-assessment.

Continually Assessing My LearningTeaching Interactions
•

Foundational Principles that
Inform My Self-Assessment
of My Teaching

•

To that end, several foundational principles have
informed my teaching of teacher leaders and I
believe these principles also have broad application
in almost any teaching-learning-assessment context
with students of all ages and experience levels. In
every instructional interaction with my students, I

•

•

Focus on learner abilities versus deficits
as a starting point for instruction.
Engage in ongoing sensitive observation of learners to determine what they
know and how they know it and use this
knowledge to inform instruction.
Collaborate with learners in the establishment of learning goals and outcomes;
expect and encourage high achievement
for all.
Engage in instructional conversations to
help learners weave new knowledge with
existing knowledge.
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•

•

•

Foster and model a sense of inquiry and
wonder; be open to surprises and possibilities for learning; encourage questioning
versus answering.
Arrange authentic opportunities for
learning that promote observation,
reflection, and the development of case
knowledge.
Make research relevant by connecting it
to practice; emphasize usable knowledge.

Reminding Myself of My Foundational
Principles
•
•

•
•

Embrace a philosophy that teaching and
learning are interrelated and inseparable.
Ground theories with practice by continually working with the ages and levels of
the students that my learners serve.
Use sparingly transmission models of
instruction.
Embrace problems as opportunities for
learning while also striving to minimize
their frequency.

•
•
•

Value the processes of learning as much
as the products oflearning.
Exhibit humor and caring professionalism.
Make "shared joy" and mutual respect
integral to teaching and learning.

Through this discussion of my teaching roles, the
learners that I serve, and my approaches to instruction, I present what I consider important relationships among my assessment, my teaching, and my
students' learning: assessing my relationship with
my learners, assessing my support of my learners'
growing independence, continually assessing my
learning-teaching interactions, and reminding
myself of my foundational principles. I hope that
I have given a useful picture of the wonderful,
constantly changing dynamics of my professional
development teaching that I enjoy so much and the
joy of the automatic self-assessment that is such an
integral part of my teaching practice and philosophy.

Self-Assessment as an
Inspirational Locus
As a pilot, it is always an incredible experience to
consider the varied circumstances and events that
make up each and every flight. One day you can be
flying in the most perfect of weather, and the next
day you may encounter mist, rain, and the haunting shallows of a low-lying cloud deck. Flying in an
out of the clouds is always a challenge. Descending from 5,000 feet through a massive cloud deck
reveals a vast sea of white with zero visibility. You
fly utilizing your instruments until you exit from
beneath the cloud deck, align yourself for the final
approach and landing. If all has gone as planned,
the runway is dead ahead and waiting for you. If any
one of a number of procedures has not been properly
executed, you may find yourself left or right of the
approach course. If the need for correction is beyond
a marginal adjustment, the best course of action
is to go around and circle the airfield. Repeat the
procedures, account for the wind and all the other
variables that may have sabotaged your first attempt
for a safe landing, and try again.
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I guess I find many parallels between the activity
of flying and the activity of teaching. Both require
me to be in a constant state of self-assessment. This
type of reflection and evaluation has become so much
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a part of who I am, that I typically self assess as a
matter of routine on a moment-to-moment basis.
Without self-assessment I become attitudinally "at
risk." That is the trigger that provokes me to self
assess. To be frank, it is easy for me to judge my
teaching and flying performances. I can grade my
landings, and I can examine in quantitative ways the
academic achievements of my students. I could allow
myself to believe that if my grade book looks good
and my standardized scores are shipshape, then I
must be doing a good job. I believe that's a faulty and
presumptuous disposition.
If we are not vigilant, we can go about the task of
teaching as if we were flying in a fog. Without constant self-assessment, it is easy to loose our way and
be less than our best. We can usually get away with
a less than perfectly executed landing, and we can
usually get away with a less than perfectly executed
lesson plan too. But like a good pilot, good teachers
should always be aiming for the center line. We want
the best for our students and so we should both fly
and teach with as much precision as possible.

When we judge skill, teachers need to make few
syntheses and inferences. On the other hand
self-assessment requires us to classify insta~ces
of behavior over time and synthesize them into a
general impression of our underlying attitude about
the activity. These actions often require inferences
about intention and motivation-which are difficult
things to confront (Carey, 2001). The impetus for my
self-assessment is much about attitudinal disposition. The attitude I have regarding what I am about
is as significant as the quality of my outcomes.
Quantitative assessment can give me answers about
productivity and academic efficiency, but only selfassessment gives me the tools to dig deeper, probing
the motivational locus behind the activity my teaching.
Gagne (1985) defined attitude as an internal state
that influences an individual's choice of personal
action. He postulated that there are three elements
in an attitude.
1.

An affective component including the positive
or negative feelings one has.

2. A behavioral component made up of acts that
result from feelings and knowledge.
3. A cognitive component that considers a person's knowledge about how to do something
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and the rewards or consequences for doing it
well or poorly.
Successful teaching occurs when we become conscious of these three elements working in cooperative
and mutually dependent ways. The manner in which
we reflect upon these three elements is critical to
self-assessment, and I think it is prudent not to
become too formulaic when considering how it is
done.
I recently reviewed a self-reflection tool on the 10
Wisconsin Teaching Standards. It seems an exhaustive rubric requiring teachers to reflect upon 52
different elements, measuring the strength of their
agreement or disagreement with each. I suppose the
exercise may have merit related to those specific
standards, but if we start creating these types of
rubrics for professional self-assessment, we will take
something that should be refreshingly contemplative
and make it a chore.
Most teachers go into teaching with the presumption that they are capable and worthy of success. If
we ~id not think we could be good at teaching, it is
unlikely that we would have pursued the vocation
in the first place. Teachers who believe they have
the capacity for success usually score high marks
in what researchers refer to as core self-evaluation
traits. These traits include dimensions of self-esteem, self-efficacy, neuroticism, and locus of control.
Self-efficacy is the approval of one's self and the
degree to which one sees himself as capable, significant, successful, and worthy. Self-efficacy estimates
one's performance capabilities on task. Locus of
control measures one's sense of control within their
environment. N euroticism measures our levels of
anxiety related to task and the extent to which we
can realistically interpret that anxiety and place it in
perspective.
Strong core self-evaluations are related to job satisfaction (Bono & Judge, 2003), and so it is safe to
assume that those likely to engage in self-assessment
a~e those teachers who may already be quite vigilant
with regard to their professional responsibilities. As
a result, some may think promoting self-evaluation
is like preaching to the choir. Do competent teachers
really need it? Shouldn't we direct self-assessment
toward those less competent?
The short answer is no. Research in the area of
rumination reveals that mere thoughtful reflection
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about some attitude can actually polarize existent
feelings (Martin & Tesser, 2006). For less competent
teachers, self-assessment is not really the fix for that
malady, and a more aggressive professional intervention will be required. For the competent teacher,
attitudes about teaching are less likely to become
polarized and self-assessment against known and
challenging quality standards becomes a powerful
technique that enhances self-efficacy and increased
intrinsic motivation.
I believe the best forms of self-assessment follow rubrics that are self invented. The areas we
assess must examine and explore the affective and
relational aspects of our daily teaching, as well
as our behavioral and cognitive responses on a
moment-to-moment basis as the day progresses. As
you construct your queries, the invention of that
personalized rubric becomes a foundational part of
the self-assessment process. It should be fluid and
may change over time.
Flying requires a pilot to be "in the moment" at all
times. Good teachers must also teach in the moment.
We must be vigilant to evaluate our emotional and
intellectual responses to children. We must also
assess our needs in relational, behavioral, and
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cognitive ways. Self-assessment does not demand
perfection. It becomes a tool that inspires excellence.
It is especially useful on those cloudy days when you
find yourself flying around the classroom in a fog,
uncertain of position and condition. Self-assessment
helps us break through that uncertainty and view
our purposes with greater clarity.
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